
Pupil Questionnaire April 2017 

29 pupils surveyed in Years 2-6 

Q1. I feel safe at school, both indoors and outside. I 

have learnt about how to stay safe including on-line. 

 
Comments 

Yes, because there are teachers always watching 

Yes because we have teachers with us all the time and the doors are always 

locked and (no random person can come in)(and good locks) x 8 

Yes because Mrs OKane and other teachers have taught us a lot about on-line 

safety (We are taught how to stay safe on line in computing) x 11 

We have big walls to keep us safe (and high fences) 

Yes, it is in a quiet safe area 

I feel safe because the teachers care about us 

Because there is always a teacher outside 

 

 

100%

0

I feel safe at school, both indoors and outside. I have learnt about 
how to stay safe including on-line.

Yes

No



Q2. I learn a lot in lessons. I know what to do if I am 

stuck and feel that I can ask my teacher.  

 
Comments 

Because the teachers are always understandable 

Because sometimes you get some help x5 

Because they are full of knowledge and always help us if we get stuck 

This is good because it keeps you happy 

Because my teacher is always there and really nice x2 

Because my teacher asks if I understand 

I learn a lot because there are lots of interesting things 

Because I remember everything 

I feel comforted by my teacher 

I feel I can ask a question because my teacher doesn’t mind that 

Yes because my maths and Literacy has improved 

I get help so that I can solve the problem myself 

Yes, because it does not matter if you get it wrong 

That is why I enjoy coming to school every day 

100%

0

I learn a lot in lessons. I know what to do if I am stuck and feel 
that I can ask my teacher. 

Yes

No



Mrs X is always on hand to help when we get stuck 

Because it doesn’t matter if you get stuck 

My teacher is always looking to see if someone needs help 

 

Q3. My behaviour and that of others is nearly always 

good. Things are sorted out quickly if there is a 

problem. 

 
Comments 

Because all the teachers come up with great solutions 

Because they (the teachers) have a quick response and fair opinions 

Which means that we are almost always happy and never sad 

Yes, me and my friends hardly ever argue; we just play games and have fun 

Because I ask help from a teacher to sort it out 

I would like it if ‘name’ could be sorted out quicker 

Mrs Lishman is always outside and if there is a problem she will sort it out fast 

The teachers always help with problems. Sometimes we sort them ourselves 

I always tell the teacher if something is wrong 

93%

7%

My behaviour and that of others is nearly always good. Things are 
sorted out quickly if there is a problem.

Yes

No



I think we all behave nicely most of the time 

Yes because arguments are sorted out quickly 

Sometimes people are mega –silly but we always get stuff sorted out quickly 

Most problems are sorted quickly and everyone’s behaviour is good 

I can only remember one argument this year 

We have traffic lights to make sure we behave 

Because I never get missed out 

Yes, because you always ask 

 

Q4. I think our class and school rules are fair and help 

us to learn. 

 
Comments 

Our class rules aren’t very strict which helps you relax 

Yes because if we didn’t have rules people wouldn’t listen 

We have never had any problem with the rules 

Yes, because with the traffic lights it makes other pupils not distract you 

I think the rules are fair and good 

100%

0%

I think our class and school rules are fair and help us to learn.

Yes

No



I think the traffic light help a lot (x3) 

Yes, because none of us ever break the rules 

Yes, we have all signed to say we agree with the rules 

The rules keep our school a nice place 

Yes, because we created the class rues together as year 4,5 and 6. 

 

Q5. Adults in my school care about me and are 

interested in my ideas and views. 

 
Comments 

Because they are kind x6 

Which makes me feel safe and happy 

Yes they do because they always help me when I am stuck and always listen to 

me 

Yes most of them 

Yes because they listen to me all the time 

Yes they’re always interested 

They care about us/for us x6 

They listen to me x 3 

97%

3%

Adults in my school care about me and are interested in my ideas 
and views.

Yes

No



Teachers hardly ever ignore you 

Yes, because they are good at looking after people (like looking around and 

checking people are OK) 

 

Q6. Our school is good at helping people who have any 

kind of difficulties. 

 
Comments 

I was born with 2 difficulties and everybody helps me 

Teachers are always on hand to help 

They always encourage me Some people struggle in lessons but they always 

get help x3 

Yes because they make sure you aren’t hurt or finding something difficult 

They help me when I’m stuck x 6 

The teachers and pupils are always really helpful and supportive 

Yes, because we can always put our hand up and it will be fine 

Most of them 

Because we help each other and be kind 

Because there’s always a teacher keeping them safe 

100%

0%

Our school is good at helping people who have any kind of 
difficulties.

Yes

No



Because sometimes things can get difficult 

Yes, because they help as much as they can 

 

Q7 I know how well I am doing at school. I find my 

teachers marking helpful to improve. 

 
Comments 

You know you are doing well because they tell you, but improvements 

sometimes annoy me 

Definitely 

Yes, I always know what to improve from my teachers 

Yes, because I sometimes understand it after 

Mrs X is really helpful 

We get school reports quite often 

I always know how I am doing because of the comments on my work 

Yes, the marking does help because it makes us better 

Yes because they ask questions in the marking to make sure you’ve got the 

hang of it 

We get our worked marked and we get an improvement every time 

93%

7%

I know how well I am doing at school. I find my teachers marking 
helpful to improve.

Yes

No



The marks are what spurs me through the school year 

We always get our test papers back 

But I don’t always find things easy 

 

Q8 I understand why I get challenging homework and 

how it helps me improve. 

 
Comments 

It’s to help me learn x2 

Because you can ask a parent to help 

Homework improves your understanding of work 

It helps me learn and when I come back to school, I’m really good 

I enjoy homework, even if it’s tricky 

Even though we get a lot, I understand why it’s hard 

It’s so we get better and if it was too easy we wouldn’t improve 

Yes, because later in life eg SATS you need to know a lot of things 

No, because we should go up step by step, not in massive chunks 

Yes, we need it to go to our jobs later in life 

93%

7%

I understand why I get challenging homework and how it helps 
me improve.

Yes

No



If I got easy homework, I would never learn anything 

Yes because it makes us think which hopefully will make us smarter 

Yes we go through our homework because some of the questions are hard 

Yes, it’s nice to have a challenge! 

Yes because I learn a lot more for tests and things 

Well, if you get stuck they will set you more so it won’t be difficult when it 

comes to SATS 

I find it hard sometimes to finish but I know it helps 

Sometimes because my parents don’t know the answers and they have done 

fine in life without it, so I don’t know why we need to do it. 

Yes, because I learn a bit more if it is challenging 

 

Q9. I think there is a good range of clubs and special 

events like sports, music and dance. 

 
Comments 

Yes because you can get fit x8 

I love doing after school clubs – they are so fun 

I love dance and golf – they are super fun 

90%

10%

I think there is a good range of clubs and special events like 
sports, music and dance.

Yes

No



They let us do a wide range x5 

They are all fun and interesting in their own way 

Recently we went to young voices and we have a club running every night 

 

Q10. The headteacher and teachers in my school do a 

good job. 

 
Comments 

Definitely 

Yes, because they help you learn new things x 6 

Because they always mark our work 

They are always on hand to help 

They help me when I’m stuck 

They always help – even if it’s your own fault 

Yes, because they are very smart 

Because they get all of it right quite often 

Some of them are mean but most of them are nice 

Sometimes I feel they don’t explain right, they over explain and you don’t 

understand 

100%

0%

The headteacher and teachers in my school do a good job.

Yes

No



Q11. I know what our school Christian values are and 

how they and British values make our school a better 

place. 

 
Comments 

I know them all off by heart 

They help us make friends and be kind in the future 

It makes me feel more welcome in Britain 

I’ve seen a big difference at playtime and in class since they were introduced 

Yes because the help us get better x3 

Makes us sensible 

I respect our values  

Our Christian values makes our school nice 

I kind of know 

Because it makes everybody kind 

They encourage you to do good work 

Because it makes the school more caring 

 

97%

3%

I know what our school Christian values are and how they and 
British values make our school a better place.

Yes

No



Q12. I enjoy school and am proud of my school. 

 
Comments 

It is the best primary school ever x3 

Because we have really nice school dinners 

There are great sports and lessons 

Yes, because we are always happy x2 

Because there are lots of friends x2 

All the help makes our school a better place 

We always do fun stuff whilst learning 

Yes, breaking up from school makes me sad. As a year 6 I’m going to miss 

Lindale School when I leave 

I love my school; it is awesome 

Yes, because everyone does well 

This school covers a load of different subjects 

It’s great to be here – nice to be a small school 

Because I make friends and get on with them 

Of course! It is the best school ever with the climbing frame and the good 

lessons. 

100%

0%

I enjoy school and am proud of my school.

Yes

No


